Dieback near Mount Gingera on the border of NSW and the ACT: proof that the trend has no respect for
state borders.

SNOW GUM’s GROWING GREYSCAPES
No-one is saying dieback isn’t a normal part of the regenerative life-cycle of a forest.
But when something started to shift among the snow gums of the Australian Alps,
scientists and land managers began to take a closer look. This is the story about what
is being done to work out dieback’s size and scope and what may be the contributing
factors and drivers behind these increased insect-related dieback outbreaks. It’s vital
work partly because our snow gums need to be alive to gather mountain mists and
rainfall and turn it into our everyday water supply…
Jessica Ward-Jones is a PhD student at the ANU, Canberra whose studies sit her smack in
the middle of the snow gum dieback discussion. Not only is her thesis on gathering information
on the location, extent and factors potentially affecting dieback, but she’s the co-ordinator of
the dedicated High Country Dieback Network, formed in 2021 to bring the best people and
resources together to work on the topic. But our story begins earlier.
Jessica explains. “Since the 1980s scientists and land managers had noted areas of dieback.
Then in 2018 local concern from NPWS and resort staff prompted alpine ecologists Keith
McDougall and Genevieve Wright (both from the Department of Planning, Industry and
Environment) to investigate the issue. Says Gen, “At this point we had begun thinking that it
was a bigger issue; this wasn’t the usual dieback; and it wasn’t just the old trees that were

affected, it was the whole cohort, young and old.” They invited scientists to take a look around
calling in Dr Roger Farrow and Dr Matthew Brookhouse from the ANU.” This was probably the
tipping point - from here, things ramped up. Tim Scanlon a senior ranger with NSW Parks put
together a report and Matthew then took steps to successfully win a grant* to fund what’s been
happening since. The High Country Dieback Network, mentioned earlier was formed, and a
stellar cast of boffins and experienced managers are now meeting monthly and chewing the
topic over between times. It’s co-operative science and management in action, across the
Alps.

Retired CSIRO entomologist Roger Farrow, pictured at Perisher, was one of the scientists called in to
help gain an understanding of the insect-related factors likely involved in snow gum dieback.

It’s important to note that these are very early days for a process that aims to build as detailed
and accurate a picture as possible. What everyone is initially hoping for is to have more
information: about the scope of the affected areas and the factors that might be influencing
this.

Part of the ANU research team, Jozef Meyer uses the new public dieback phone app which helps anyone
in the field to send data to the team.

To better cover the ground, an even greater number of people are now able to take part thanks
to both a snow gum dieback web site and a just-launched phone app. Staff across the three
parks agencies have been downloading the app and sending in their findings when they come
across dieback in the field. Even better, anyone who is out and about in the Australian Alps, is
also now able to do the same – to do something to support the landscape they value – using
an intuitive app that’s easy to download and use.

An interactive map on the snow gum dieback web site is filling with uploads, building a valuable
database for future decision-making.

At this point there is more unknown than known. In coming months data gathered by everyone
will help make a clearer picture. And while it’s not certain what steps will be taken to protect
the snow gums and the functioning health of the landscape, as Gen Wright says, having a
foundation of information puts land managers in the best position to develop a plan. Jessica
Ward-Jones describes the unspoken driver behind everyone’s actions. “We have personal,
emotional connections with this space.” Thanks to the web site and the app, others who feel
the same way can make their contribution to the growing body of information.
*Funds to support the work so far have been provided by the Alpine Garden Society - Victorian Group, the Australian Alps
Program, the Australian National University Fenner School of Environment and Society, the Centre for Biodiversity Analysis,
the NSW Environment Trust, NSW NPWS and Perisher Ski Resort.

USING THE APP IS THIS SIMPLE
1

go to the help us page on the snow gum dieback web site, and download the app
version for your phone: there’s also a set of easy instructions to download to help you
spot the tell-tale signs of insect caused dieback, rather than bushfire damage.

2

when you’re out in the field, open up the app, and work your way through the
questionnaire which basically asks you to note where, when, and what dieback
damage on snow gums you’re seeing in a particular location

3

photos can also be uploaded to give researchers a fuller picture of what you’re
describing

4

you then press send, or wait until you next have a phone signal

RING-BARKING BY BEETLES
While there are many reasons why a tree could suffer dieback, in the case of snow gums the
focus is on one culprit, the perfectly innocent native longicorn wood-boring beetle. Normally, a
natural balance exists which allows the beetles to infest and chomp under the bark of some
trees without causing such a forest-scale degree of dieback. What appears to be happening
more recently is that feeding is more extensive across snow gum forests: larvae are mining
the outer wood and inner bark, creating deep incisions that cut the flow of water and sugars
to the canopy and lead to tree death. So in summary: predisposing factors are making the
trees vulnerable, the beetles are responding to favourable conditions…they are the nail in the
coffin.

TELL US YOUR STORY: We are always looking for stories to include in this newsletter.
What’s happening in your part of the Alps? If you’ve built a new bridge, or cleared a track or
installed some new signs, why not send me a photo and a few words. Maybe you just went for
a particularly fabulous walk and would like to share your experience. We accept stories from
staff members, volunteers and members of the general community.
SUBSCRIBE: WWW.THEAUSTRALIANALPSNATIONALPARKS.ORG
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The Australian Alps National Parks Co-operative Management Program: people working
together beyond borders.

